
Front News 

A nightmare to remember 

 
HOUSTON, Texas - Christmas Season has become a nightmare for Joseph "Jojo" Palomar and 

his family. Jojo, a former resident of Katy, Texas and now living in Rowlett, Texas with his 

family were among the 5,000 families that were devastated by the 10 tornadoes that hit the 

Northeastern part of this state. 

Palomar, a native of Negros province in the Philippines, and son of Houston resident Ernest 

Palomar, disclosed to the Philippine Sentinel about his family’s harrowing experience. They felt 

the fast moving funnels of winds of the deadly twisters. The Palomar family hid in the interior 

room on the ground floor of their two-story house, which is deemed the safest place to hide from 

tornadoes and high winds that hit the cities of Rowlett, Garland, Sunnyvale and other places in 

Northeastern Texas 

 

Gutssy Bear, shown here, a 5-month old Rhodessian Ridgeback, is shown here getting a hug 

after the dog was found two miles away from the Palomar family. The dog, the lone survivor 

among all the family dogs, was  finally reunited with the Palomars' three days later. 

Jojo Palomar said that no members of his family were hurt, "thank God, we are all safe," added 

Jojo. Except for the family dog, Gussy Bear, the dog was pulled by the whirling tornado, but was 

found three days later, 2 miles away from the home of the Palomar family. 

Jojo, who is a member of the Irving Police Department of Irving, Texas further said that the 

experience has made them stronger. We can always rebuild but we are already blessed in that we 

came out of this safely. God has protected us and the response from the community has been 

very admirable." 

“Again, we are not asking, we rely on Faith and Hope and just as our Heavenly Father protected 

us that night, we know He will deliver us through the adversity, which was surreal and 

overwhelming. We know He carried us on His shoulders all throughout this ordeal. This was our 

best Christmas present ever.” added the young father of three. 

“If others would like to bless us, we will accept their blessing. and I know that people are willing 

to give but what we need most right now is prayer to keep us strong. Yes, our weakness and the 

support of our community have made us strong.” The Filipino-American community in the 

Houston Metro can communicate with the Philippine Sentinel through its publisher, Ed Libranda 

at philsen555@hotmail.com 

(All photos shown in this Philippine Sentinel article have the prior permission from Jojo 

Palomar). 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 



COMELEC: Sen. Poe’s name to remain in official ballots  
By: Yashika F. Torib 

 

Barely a week following the Supreme Court’s (SC) oral argument on Sen. Grace Poe’s 

disqualification case on the presidential race, the Commission on Elections (COMELEC) 

announced that her name will remain in the official ballots.  

 

In a statement made by COMELEC Spokesman James Jimenez, it was revealed that Poe’s name 

will remain in the official ballots for the May 9 national and local elections for as long as the SC 

fails to rule on her disqualification cases before the start of the printing of the ballots by early 

February.  

 

“She’s already on the list. The question now is whether this case will be resolved in time to say 

with certainty that she should stay on the list. I guess that’s what we are looking forward to, the 

resolution of the case,” Jimenez said.  

 

Citizenship by Presumption 

 

It can be recalled that the SC started the oral arguments on her case last January 19.  

 

Citizenship by presumption was one of the issues tackled in the connection with the cancellation 

by the COMELEC of Poe’s certificate of candidacy (COC). 

 

Atty. Alex Poblador, legal counsel of Poe, explained that she is a natural-born Filipino based on 

the “rules of presumption” and “principle of burden of proof”. 

 

He argued that since Poe did not undergo a naturalization process, it is presumed that she was 

born of Filipino parentage.   

 

Process of elimination 

 

Jimenez stated that the COMELEC already has a list of people who have filed COCs. It is from 

this roll that people who are declared as nuisance candidates will be eliminated.  

 

“If someone files disqualification cases and they get disqualified with finality, they will be 

removed from the list. It’s a process of elimination,” he maintained.  

 

An existing Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) issued by the SC against the COMELEC 

prevents the polling body from removing Poe’s name from the list of candidates regardless of the 

issues concerning her citizenship and residency. 

 

On the other hand, sources from the SC, who refused to be named, revealed that there is a 

possibility that the higher court will hold the TRO until after the elections.  

 



“It was considered among the associate justices that no resolution in this case will be released 

until after the elections. Should she win the presidency, the SC will no longer have to question 

her citizenship; if she loses, there’s no more point in pursuing these cases.  

 

“Evidently, these cases were filed only to bar her from the highest post of the land; why not do 

that during her senatorial bid? Considering these things leaves SC a win-win solution to the 

problem,” the source disclosed. 

 

As of to date, the COMELEC has moved the start of the printing of ballots from January 27 to 

February 1 for them to have time to finalize the list of candidates.  

 

The SC, meanwhile, has scheduled the next oral argument on Poe’s case on January 26 – five 

days shy of COMELEC’s printing of ballots. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

First Anniversary of Mamapasano Massacre 
 

By Gina Villanueva 

Philippine Sentinel Associate Editor 

 

On the heels of the proposed reopening of the recent Mamasapano Massacre, the passage of the 

Bangsamoro Basic Law is halted, but will "pass on time."  

The measure calls for the tightening of security measures against extremism threats. 

In a recent piece by Philippine Daily Inquirer, Juan Ponce Enrile, Senate Minority Leader, claims 

he has evidence on the involvement of President Ninoy Aquino in the January 25, 2015 

Mamasapano mission. 

 

Enrile said that Aquino monitored the police operation but did nothing to save the 44 Special 

Action Force (SAF)  when they were being slaughtered. 

 

"I would like to make it on record that I have evidence: One, that the President of the 

Philippines, Benigno Aquino, was actively and directly involved in the planning and preparations 

of Oplan Exodus; two, that on the day of the actual operations, he was monitoring the operations 

while he was on his plane going to Zamboanga City; and three, that while the operations were 

going on, and Special Action Forces were being slaughtered, he did not do anything at all to save 

them," Enrile said. 

 

He added, "And I am going to prove this with evidence at that hearing." 

 

President Aquino said that he had no problem with the re-opening of the Mamasapano issue. 

 

Aftermath 
The incident sparked the internal displacement of several hundred families amidst fears of 

continued clashes. 



Senator Ferdinand Marcos, Jr. chairman of the Philippine Senate Committee on Local 

Government, stated that hearings regarding the involvement of security and armed forces 

provisions of the Bangsamoro Basic Law were halted 

 

Senator Alan Peter Cayetano also claimed that his coalition will withdraw its support for the 

Bangsamoro Basic Law, endangering the ongoing peace process. 

 

While the Philippine House of Representatives also suspended its hearings on the Bangsamoro 

Basic Law, Speaker Feliciano Belmonte said that the Lower House remained supportive of the 

measure, although it had been somewhat "eroded" due to the killings. 

 

He also took note that unlike in the Senate where Cayetano and JV Ejercito had withdrawn their 

sponsorship of the bill, no congressman had done the same, and that the measure would be 

passed on time. 

 

The Philippine National Police (PNP) head relieved Director Getulio Napenas of his post, 

following the clash in Maguindanao. He was replaced by deputy SAF director Chief 

Superintendent Noli Talino, 

 

In a press briefing at Camp Crame, Leonardo Espina, Deputy Director General, and Mar Roxas, 

Secretary of the Interior and Local Government, have announced the establishment of a Board of 

Inquiry, tasked with the investigation of the police encounter in Maguindanao. 

 

In a televised address, President Aquino said that the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) 

should identify those who were involved in the killing of the members of the SAF, return the 

slain SAF members' guns and personal belongings, and allow the government to continue their 

operation against the terrorists, and has also declared January 30 as a "National Day of 

Mourning." 

 

Aquino pressed for the immediate Congressional approval of the proposed Bangsamoro Basic  

Law.  

 

In the same TV address, Aquino admitted that there was a "lack of coordination" among the 

government forces and the MILF, that led to the suspension of Alan Purisima, police chief, who 

allegedly personally knew of the operations, that threw both Roxas and Espina in the dark. 

Many have asked why Aquino cannot explain why these two officials were unaware of the 

operations. 

 

In an earlier piece by Manila Standard Today, it reported that Purisima not only knew of the 

operation, but had even taken control of the operations, after his suspension from duty.  

 

Background 
A police operation codenamed 'Oplan Exodus,' was originally a mission to serve arrest warrants 

for high-ranking terrorists, led to the Mamasapano clash, also known as the Mamasapano 

Massacre on January 25, 2015, at Tukunalipao, Mamasapano, Maguindanao. Philippines. 



 It was carried out by the Special Action Forces (SAF)  of the Philippine National Police (PNP), 

and allegedly joined by the United States Army Special Forces, against the Bangsamoro Islamic 

Liberation Front (MILF). 

 

The operation was intended to capture or kill wanted Malaysian terrorists and/or high ranking 

members of the Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters (BIFF). 

 

On January 25, 2015, three platoons of the elite SAF police squad entered the guerrilla enclave 

of Tukanlipao, Mindanao, Philippines, with the goal of detaining two high-ranking Jemaah 

Islamiyah-affiliated, improvised-explosive-device experts, Zulfiki Abdhir, also known as 

"Marwan," and Abdul Basit Usman. 

 

The SAF troops raided the hut where where they believed Marwan was located, and the man 

they believe to be Marwan allegedly engaged them in a firefight and was killed. The SAF 

initially planned to take his body for identification, but the shooting alerted the BIFF and MILF 

118th Command in the area. 

 

The SAF allegedly had no time to retrieve the body so they just cut off a finger, took a photo, 

and left his body there. 

 

An MILF spokesman allegely accused the SAF squad of initiating the firefight, claiming the 

rebels acted in self-defense, and proposed the continuation of the peace process. 

 

Abu Misri Mama, BIFF  spokesman, said that his rebel group's relationship with the MILF's 

105th Command, headed by Ustadz Zacaria Guma is positive. 

 

"We're all family," Mama said, as he indicated that there is no distinction between BIFF 

members and Guma's unit, adding that all of them are either relatives, or, friends of each other. It 

was reported that Guma's unit would engage other MILF units over disputes that involved clan 

feuds. Guma is reportedly not on good terms with other MILF units which he views as 

"munafiq," or, hypocrites. 

 

Meanwhile, a ranking military intelligence officer who spoke on condition of anonymity, said 

the BIFF leader Ameril Umbra Kato has ordered the killing the SAF members by his group and 

members of the MILF involved in the incident. The official also quoted Kato as saying, "Leave 

no one alive and take all their firearms, ammunition, and personal belongings." 

 

A Philippine Army colonel, who also spoke on condition of anonymity, confirmed the 

information, and said that SAF personnel who were still alive, but wounded, were shot dead by 

some BIFF members. 

 

A private armed group led by Datu Bahnarin Ampatuan was reportedly among those involved in 

the killings of the SAF members. Bahnarin Ampatuan, who is also implicated in the 

Maguindanao massacre case, is the brother of Mamasapano Mayor Benzar Ampatuan. Bahnarin 

and Benzar Ampatuan were rivals at the 2010 Mayoral elections. 



Benzar expressed doubt of his brother's participation and believes that Bahnarin would not 

associate himself with such groups like the BIFF, or, to people like Abdul Basit Usman who 

made an attempt to kill Benzar's grandfather. 

 

The operation caught worldwide attention for the relatively high number of police officers killed. 

The clash has been dubbed as the biggest loss of government elite force in history. 

 

Initially mis-attributed as Operation Wolverine, by local media, the mission was called Oplan 

Exodus. 

 

Oplan Wolverine refers to the three of the other nine prior operation attempts targeting Marwan, 

in Oplan Wolverine 1,2, and 3 launched in December 2012, March and May 2014, respectively, 

by the PNP-SAF. 

 

The Philippine Congress halted the passage of the Bangsamoro Basic Law, borne of the incident, 

and effectively endangers the peace process between the government and the MILF. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

US Rebalance Power in China 

Part of the Subi Reef runway on an isle built by Beijing in the South China Sea. US Defence 

Secretary Ashton Carter has called on all parties in the region to stop actions which militarise the 

situation in the disputed South China Sea and pointed out that China's recent moves, such as 

reclamation works on disputed islands, had pushed countries towards the US.PHOTO: 

REUTERS 

Carter says US is committed to safeguarding security in Asia and will respond to events 

The United States is committed to safeguarding security in Asia, and will respond to 

developments in the region while ensuring its defence forces are "fully resourced" to keep the 

peace, said Secretary of Defence Ashton Carter. 

He made plain that this US stand was a long-standing one, and its strong presence in Asia over 

the past seven decades had not impeded the rise of Japan, or the rapid development of South 

Korea and South-east Asia. 

Similarly, the US was not out to block China's progress, he said. Nor did the US wish to force its 

partners in the region to pick sides. Besides, apart from China, India is also rising, and so too is a 

resurgent Japan, Mr Carter noted. 

Stressing that he did not think a conflict with China was inevitable, he said: "We are not 

fatalistic... but we will have to work to get good outcomes. And we will work with everybody to 

get an outcome that is win-win-win-win, for everyone." 

Mr Carter was speaking on Friday evening at a discussion on the Global Security Outlook at the 

World Economic Forum (WEF), held in the Swiss Alpine resort of Davos. 



He called on all parties in the region to stop actions which militarised the situation in the 

disputed South China Sea and pointed out that China's recent moves, such as reclamation works 

on disputed islands, had pushed countries towards the US. These moves were "self-alienating" 

for China, he said, pledging that the US would respond to such developments in the region. 

Asean, noted Singapore Deputy Prime Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam, had a 

role to play. It could not simply be neutral or passive, but had to be "actively 

neutral". Whenever there were unilateral assertions of power, "we have to shine a 

light on it and insist on these matters being taken to international courts", he added. 

He disclosed that the forthcoming military budget he was preparing would put into practice US 

plans to rebalance its forces to Asia. 

'PEACEFUL REBALANCING' 

Joining in the debate, Singapore's Deputy Prime Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam noted that a 

military conflict between the US and China had a lower probability of happening than a terrorist 

attack in the region, but any Sino-US clash would have major  

The US and China were going through a period of "peaceful rebalancing", he noted, and it would 

take time for the two countries to build up trust. 

Trust, he said, would be established not by countries signing agreements, but by how they 

responded to each other's actions. 

Asean, he noted, had a role to play. It could not simply be neutral or passive, but had to be 

"actively neutral". Whenever there were unilateral assertions of power, "we have to shine a light 

on it and insist on these matters being taken to international courts", he added. 

Mr Carter, noting Singapore's stand on the issue, pointed to how the country, though small, has 

consistently "punched above its weight" internationally. 

Earlier, he had also told his audience of top business and political leaders that the US would be 

investing more resources for the defence of Europe, in response to Russia's "aggressive 

behaviour" in the Ukraine. 

Asked by WEF founder and executive chairman Klaus Schwab what kept him awake at night, 

Mr Carter cited the looming Islamist threat, as well as North Korea. 

While tension in the Korean peninsula was long-standing, US forces stationed there had to 

always be ready to "fight tonight" should hostilities break out. 

Turning to terrorism, he said it was imperative that the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 

militant group be defeated, insisting that this "needs to occur, it will occur… first and foremost 

in Syria and Iraq". The US would work with local forces in those countries to get the job done, 

he said, but warned that even when that happened, there would still be much work to rebuild 

communities there. 

 Taking up this point, another panel member, Afghanistan President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, 

declared that his country would be the "burial ground of Daesh", another name for ISIS. But 



stability could only be achieved by focusing on the needs of its citizens. Governments would 

have to deliver jobs, education, housing and other services efficiently, just as Singapore had 

done, he said. 

DPM Tharman, pointing out that Singapore was the most religiously diverse nation in the world, 

with every major religion - and its conflicts - represented in its society, said the country had had 

to make religious harmony work right from the outset, or it would not have survived. It now had 

to redouble its efforts on this front, as the terrorist threat was likely to remain a concern for some 

time. 

While the vast majority of Muslims in the region rejected extremism, all it took was for a tiny 

minority to become radicalised and carry out an attack, which could destroy the cohesion built up 

over the years, he said. Warren Fernandez, Reuters Editor In Davos (Switzerland) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

EDITORIAL 

Taxes, taxes, and more taxes 

The decision of the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) to tax the earnings of Miss Pia Alonzo 

Wurtzback, the current and newly crowned Miss Universe 2015, it seems, is similar to the same 

fate as Filipino boxing idol, Manny Pacquiao has suffered from the claws of BIR chief 

commissioner Kim Henares. 

Pia, has made great stride  to bring the stature of the Philippines into a world class limelight. 

Just like Filipino boxer and now Congressman Manny Pacquiao of the province of Sarangani, 

Pacquiao had numerous problems with his winnings from his boxing bouts.  

The event like the Miss Universe Pageant is not won every year .It takes years if not decades to 

win an event like this, and would it be not a good incentive for the Philippine government to 

exempt our winning candidate from paying tax on her winnings? Besides was there a precedent 

in our history, of taxing those who have vastly enhanced the prestige of our country through their 

outstanding achievements? 

I think it is high time for our government to take a second look on the effort of the BIR to tax 

people who have brought honor and prestige to our country. An example is this, incentives are 

awarded to employees for their exceptional performance. If this is so, people like Pia and Manny 

should be in the same class. In this case,  tax free incentives should be in place  so that the 

Philippine government can demonstrate its recognition of people like Pia and Manny. 

President Aquino, in his recent veto of the SSS pension hike, stated that the reason why high 

ranking officers of the SSS is receiving Php 4,000,000.00 a month salary is because of their 

unparalleled performance in running the Social Security System. 

This is akin also to the effort of the likes of Pia and Manny, and other Filipinos who have equally 

excelled in their own individual careers, has put the Philippines on the pedestal of  greatness. 

Isnt it the vision of the Department of Tourism to promote the Philippines as an excellent 

destination for tourists? 



The Philippine government  earmarks millions of pesos to promote the Philippines via our 

Department of Tourism "Its Fun in the Philippines" project,  but personalities like Pia and 

Manny to name a few, are going to pay their dues to the government. Pia, for winning the Miss 

Universe 2015 crown, and for Manny, if he wins against Timothy Bradley this April.2016. 

"Its Fun in the Philippines" to pay your taxes. 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 



STRAIGHT TALK 

By Ed Libranda 

The way it used to be 

Remembering the lyrics from the song "The way it used to be," brings me memories of the times 

when the peso value against the dollar was only 12 pesos to a dollar. Now the peso has gone up 

to more than Peso 47 to a US dollar. 

When we don't talk about the heavy and almost endless traffic on Edsa, and the everyday 

humdrum in the Manila Metropolis. People seemed to be preoccupied with their daily lives. But 

still, Manila has always become the melting pot of people from all walks of life from the 3 big 

islands, Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao, or popularly referred to as Vismin. 

One can always go to the corner of EDSA and Aurora Blvd in Cubao, Quezon City and consume 

Lugaw or Bulalo, especially to nighthawkers whose respite from work brings them to that 

unpertubed corner which has now has been populated with buildings and other structures. Thirty 

years later. 

When passenger buses, taxis and other motor vehicles would seem to be nice with the 

environment. No smoke belching can be seen coming out from the exhaust pipes of sometimes 

rolling coffins along Edsa. Metro Manila is now faced with the dilemma of how to minimize the 

effect of the deadly smoke affecting the health of every Filipino. 

But activism in every nook and corner of our country has brought about a new face in the entire 

nation. We have an endless occurence of protests coming from militant groups. But the 

Philippine government seems not to give any second look at what the real meaning of the 

protests orchestrated by environmental groups, labor, and now the senior citizens protesting 

about their monthly pension pay of Pesos 1,200 which would look like an income fit for a middle 

income worker in the late 60s. And today, its 2016 and I wonder what this monthly pension can 

buy. Your guess is just right as mine. You cant even buy a decent food for the day, cost of health 

care and maintenance. 

Time was when communication was limited to a specific place, like home or office, but now, one 

can reach anybody and anywhere in the world. 

What's next for all of us is predicated on how the Philippine government would address some of 

the most important issues that would eradicate  if not minimize the effect of poverty, education, 

and the economy. 

Election May 2016 is just around the corner. Do we really need a change to bring about the much 

needed facelift in our government?  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 



NEWS AT A GLANCE 

BINAY to hike SSS pension if elected 

Vice President and presidential aspirant Jejomar Binay said that he will prioritize the SSS 

pension of retirees if he gets elected. "Nakakalungkot lang. Konting halaga lang naman yun, 

ipinagkait pa (Its saddening. It's just small amount, why deprive the people of it?") added the 

Vice President. 

 

COMELEC uploads 8 names in certified list of presidential bets. 

New COMELEC list includes Senator Grace Poe and Davao City Mayor Rodrigo Duterte. 

Unless the Supreme Court resolves the disqualification cases of Poe and Duterte prior to Feb. 1, 

their names will remain in the official ballot. 

 

Pacquiao leaves for Los Angeles, CA 

Filipino boxing idol and Saranggani Congressman Manny Pacquiao left for the Los Angeles, 

California to promote his "LAST FIGHT" with Timothy Bradley whom Pacquiao lost the bout in 

their first encounter. Pacquiao lost via unpopular decision. He later won over Bradley with a 

unanimous decision in his second fight. 

 

Balikbayan box may soon be taxed by the Bureau of Customs. 

Any increase in tax on balikbayan box will defnitely be passed upon on all senders of this 

famous cargo. 

 

Instead of Congress override, a Php1,00 hike is suggested 

Some quarters have suggested that instead of the Php 2,000 increase in the monthly pensions of 

retirees, a Php 1,000 is being pushed in Congress 

 

Pia is reminded on her homecoming. 

Pay the right tax. The Bureau of Internal Revenue said in a press release that all the earnings of 

Miss Universe 2015 winner Pia Alonzo Wurstbach will be taxed to the last centavo. 

 

 



San Juan Mayor endorses LP's Mar Roxas 

Mayor Guia Gomez of San Juan City and mother of Senator JV Ejercito has announced his 

support for Liberty Party presidential candidate Mar Roxas. What happened to Erap's plan to 

endorse Senator Grace Poe or Vice President Jejomar Binay? 

 

Estrada's presidency, one of PH's shortest 

President Joseph Estrada enjoyed huge popularity at the start of his term. Then came the 

corruption scandals, that led to the end of his presidency.He served from 1998 to 2001 as 

President of the Philippines. The shortest presidency in the history of Philippine politics. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Entertainment 

Roderick Paulate, Calalay guilty of falsification over 'ghost 

employees' 

 

The Ombudsman has dismissed from service Quezon City officials Roderick Paulate and 

Francisco Calalay Jr. over ghost employees in the payroll of the city council. 

Ombudsman Conchita Carpio Morales found Paulate and Calalay guilty of the administrative 

offense of falsification of public documents, serious dishonesty, and grave misconduct, 

according to Rawnsle Lopez, acting director of the Ombudsman public information and media 

relations bureau. 

Paulate and Calalay, as well as liaison officers Flordeliza Alvarez and Vicente Bajamunde, are 

perpetually disqualified from holding public office. Their civil service eligibilities are also 

cancelled, and their retirement benefits forfeited 

The Ombudsman found that Paulate and Calalay employed “job order personnel” who turned out 

to be fictitious persons. 

Calalay had 29 ghost employees from January to November 2010, while Paulate had 30 from 

July to November 2010. These fictitious employees supposedly received P2,500 to P5,000 

monthly wage each. 

Calalay disbursed P2.175 million for the wages of his ghost employees, while Paulate disbursed 

P1.125 million, through submission of spurious personal data sheets and payrolls, the 

Ombudsman said. 

Paulate and Calalay initially argued that they "relied on the endorsement of their staff and 



coordinators" because they did not have time to interview the applicants. 

But the Ombudsman said in its decision that "Alvarez and Bajamunde were the ones who 

claimed the processed payrolls from the disbursing officer to have them signed by the supposed 

listed job contractors, returned the signed payrolls to the disbursing officer, and collected the full 

amount. They, however, failed to satisfactorily explain why each job contractor had different 

signatures appearing in the subject payrolls." 

The ghost employees purportedly served as field inspectors, district coordinators, and office 

aides, Lopez said. 

Ombudsman investigation showed that these fictitious personnel did not have birth records from 

the National Statistics Office. 

They are not registered voters of Quezon City, and have not secured National Bureau of 

Investigation clearances. 

The ghost employees are also not known in the respective barangays where they allegedly reside. 

The Ombudsman has filed charges of graft and malversation of public funds through falsification 

of public documents against Calalay and Paulate, as well as their respective liaison officers 

Flordeliza Alvarez and Vicente Bajamunde.  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Sports in the Philippines 

Sports in the Philippines is an important part of the country's culture. There are five major 

sports in the Philippines. These are basketball, boxing, football, billiards and volleyball. Despite 

being a tropical nation, ice skating is a popular sport in the Philippines. Sports such as athletics, 

weightlifting, aerobics, and martial arts are also popular recreations. 

Among the others there are: badminton, baseball, bowling, swimming, wrestling, underwater 

diving, kayaking, sailing, windsurfing, cockfighting, horse racing, Cricket, Australian rules 

football, motor racing, sepak takraw, and jai alai are also appreciated. With the sport of 

cockfighting being wildly popular in the Philippines, attracting large crowds who bet on the 

outcome of fights between the birds, and the sport itself a popular form of fertility worship 

among almost all Southeast Asians. Such sports activity as the sport of cockfighting, related to 

ritual forms of worship as practices and rituals of ancient worship intended for the blessings of 

the supernatural, as "in Indus Valley and other ancient civilizations, mother goddess had been 

invoked for fertility and prosperity"[5] which included that religious cockfight lay as a prime 

example of "cultural synthesis of 'little' and 'great' cultures" due to religious syncretisms causing 

the loss for some of religious significance and hence a sport, while remaining for some as a form 

of ‘fertility worship’ and still for others as Baal or Baalim. 

On July 27, 2009, President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo signed Republic Act No. 9850 into law, 
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declaring Modern Arnis as the Philippine National Martial Art and Sport. 

Olympics 

The Philippines has participated in all editions of the Olympics except in 1980 when it joined the 

American-led boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympics. The country is also the first tropical nation 

to participate at the Winter Olympics, debuting at the 1972 edition and has participated in three 

other edition of the winter games. Philippine Olympic Committee (POC) is the National Olympic 

Committee of the Philippines. 

Individual Sports 

Boxing 

Boxing is among the most popular individual sports in the Philippines. Some Filipino boxers 

such as Manny Pacquiao are recognized internationally. The Amateur Boxing Association of the 

Philippines is the governing body for amateur boxing in the country. 

Figure Skating 

Ice skating rinks used as venues for figure skating are limited to shopping malls in the country, 

particularly in the Metro Manila area. The first ice skating rink in the country was opened in 

1992 at SM Megamall in Mandaluyong. The first Olympic sized ice skating rink was opened at 

the SM Mall of Asia. An ice skating rink also operates in SM Southmall. There are more figure 

skating coaches in the Philippines than ice hockey coaches and the first Filipino ice skating 

coaches were roller skaters. The Philippine Championship is a national competitive for ice 

skating in which the winner gets to represent the country in international competitions. The 

Philippines has also managed to qualify and send a figure skater to the 2014 Winter Olympics 

becoming the first Southeast Asian country to do so at the Winter Olympics. The said figure 

skater was Michael Christian Martinez.[9] 

Team Sports 

American football 

American football is a relatively new sport to the Philippines and people often confused it with 

both codes of rugby football. ArenaBall Philippines currently holds a 4 team competition. Since 

August 2013, a fifth team joined-in marking its first official expansion team in the league. Apart 

from that, American Football Federation of the Philippines, the organization behind the 

Philippine Punishers and lately Philippine Valkyries, the former's female counterpart, has been 

actively competing against other Asian regents such as Shanghai, Hong Kong, Saipan and US 

Guam Confederate. 

Famous Filipino players to have played in the National Football League in the United States 

include Eugene Amano, Tim Tebow, Roman Gabriel, Tedy Bruschi, Chris Gocong, Steve Slaton, 

Aaron Francisco, Jordan Dizon, and Doug Baldwin. 
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Association football 

The Philippine Sports Stadium, the largest football stadium in the country  

The Philippine national football team or Azkals, is the national football team of the Philippines, 

and is controlled by the Philippine Football Federation (PFF). The United Football League 

(Philippines) is the Top Flight football league in the country, the (PFF) are planning to launch a 

National Football League this 2015 or 2016, each club's will represent their respective Cities or 

Provinces and required to have a youth squad for the Youth League. It will also help to promote 

football awareness and grassroots program to the young Filipino footballers who admires to play 

professional football. 

Baseball 

The Philippine national baseball team is ranked 22nd on the IBAF World Rankings, and after the 

WBC Qualification tournament held at Taiwan in 2013, baseball in the Philippines is gradually 

gaining popularity. 

Basketball 

Basketball is considered to be the most popular sport in the Philippines and is played on both the 

amateur and professional level. The professional league in the Philippines is the Philippine 

Basketball Association and currently runs a 12 team competition, but also in Asia's professional 

basketball league after the National Basketball Association. The national team is popularly 

known as Gilas Pilipinas and has recently qualified to compete in the 2014 FIBA World Cup. 

Rugby league 

Rugby league is a relatively unknown sport in the Philippines and is often mistaken for rugby 

union and even American football but is growing rapidly since its inception in 2012. The 

Philippines National Rugby League are the governing body and are responsible for the growth of 

rugby league in the Philippines. The sport was introduced to the Philippine Merchant Marine 

Academys by Australian expats. Clubs have also been established by Papua New Guinean expats 

and students (where rugby league is their national sport). 

The national team are known as the Tamaraws and represents the country in international rugby 

league competition. 

Rugby union 

The Philippine Rugby Football Union was founded in 1999 and is the governing body of rugby 

union in the Philippines. There are currently around 12 schools playing rugby union in the 

Philippines and 10 teams that compete in regular competition. The national team is known as the 

Volcanoes and competes in the Asian 5 Nations and the Asian Seven Series. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Medical Tourism 

Combining a Holiday with Excellent Healthcare 
By Randy V. Urlanda 

  

Being a foreign medical tourist in the Philippines is great for all reasons—the exotic food, the 

pristine beaches, the friendly people, and the rich vibrant culture—a fun-filled vacation in a 

tropical paradise plus safe and affordable healthcare. 

Medical tourism refers to “the act of traveling to another country to seek specialized or 

economical medical care and recuperation of acceptable quality with the help of a support 

system.” 

Some of the reasons why people from Western countries travel overseas to seek medical 

treatment are—competitive costs of high quality healthcare; specialized medical treatments that 

are not readily available in their country; long waiting lists back home, and privacy from friends 

and family. 

Medical tourism is a huge industry globally and it’s growing every year. The industry is 

estimated to be worth up to US$55 billion with over 11 million travelers worldwide crossing 

international borders to seek affordable yet quality medical care. 

The Philippines has been growing as a tourist destination of choice for health and vacation 

because of its world-class physicians, highly-qualified nurses, modern medical technology, and 

its uniquely Filipino brand of caring and compassion at great values for money with only a 

fraction of the cost in developed countries. 

In 2010, the Philippines placed highly in the “Top 15 Medical Tourist Destinations of the 

World,” ahead of more developed countries such as Germany, South Korea, Taiwan and 

Belgium. To date, four Philippine medical institutions – Asian Hospital and Medical Center 

(Muntinlupa City), Makati Medical Center (Makati City), St. Luke’s Medical Center (Bonifacio 

Global City and Quezon City), and the Medical City (Pasig City) – have been certified by the 

Joint Commission International (JCI) as institutions for excellent medical care. A fifth, Chong 

Hua Hospital in Cebu City, has JCI-level facilities and systems in place.  

JCI is considered the gold standard in global health care. Its accreditation is both intensive and 

extensive in its standards, assessment is comprehensive that a hospital with the JCI seal can 

provide the care that medical tourists require. These institutions have highly qualified medical 

practitioners and state-of-the-art facilities like MRI, CT Scanners, LASIK eye surgery capability 

with the laboratory equipment and protocols at par with the best in the world. 



Parallel to the JCI, the Department of Tourism, together with the Department of Health, has also 

conducted its own accreditation for Tertiary Hospitals for Medical Tourism, as well as 

institutions accredited by health maintenance organizations (HMOs). Other than these accredited 

institutions, there are hundreds of clinics, shops, health clubs, spas and wellness-themed hotels 

and resorts in the Philippines that provide avenues for alternative healing as certified by global 

industry associations. 

Couple all these with the natural Filipino gift for warm hospitality, the familiarity with Western 

culture, and excellent use of English among Filipino professionals and ordinary citizens alike, 

medical tourists who first set foot in the Philippines may consider themselves in sort of a 

paradise. 

 “Once your treatment is over, you will be able to pamper yourself in a tropical locale of your 

choice,” enthuses Allan E. Miller, a retired airline pilot writing from a beach resort hotel in 

Northern Luzon. “And there are many to choose from: the Banaue Rice Terraces, the Chocolate 

Hills of Bohol, the world’s longest underground river in Palawan,” he concludes. “Philippine 

health tourism lets you avoid the high cost of treatment and the long wait, and you can still have 

the holiday of a lifetime with your family.”  

International research firm Deloitte, which offers consulting and advisory services to global 

organizations, has identified the Philippines as one of the emerging players in the multi-billion 

dollar (medical tourism) industry, which is currently dominated in Asia by Singapore, Malaysia, 

Thailand and India. What makes Filipino doctors excel is that they undergo 12 to 13 years of 

studies in the best medical schools. This excludes specialty post-graduate studies overseas, and 

in the U.S. 

“The Medical Tourism Association’s 7
th

 Global Medical Tourism and Health Conference in 

Washington D.C. recently recognized the Philippines’ expertise in delivering world-class 

healthcare for patients,” explains Cynthia Lazo, the Philippine Department of Tourism’s Medical 

Travel and Wellness director. “Presently, majority of the Philippines’ medical tourists comes 

from East Asia (China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan), Australia, the Pacific Islands (Guam, 

Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau), Australia, North and South America, Europe and the 

United Kingdom.” 

`With renewed efforts of the tourism department and its attached agencies in promoting medical 

tourism in the Philippines, it won’t be long when this country of 7,107 islands will overtake and 

be at par with other ASEAN nations renowned in this multi-billion dollar healthcare industry. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 



Consulate General Of The Republic of The Philippine  

Chicago 

Philippine Social Security System (SSS) Officials Conducts 

Successful On-site SSS Service and Briefing at the Consulate 

General 

The Consulate General of the Philippines in Chicago hosted a community meeting with the 

Philippine Social Security System(SSS) on 28 November 2015, 10: AM, at the Kalayaan Hall 

of the Consulate General. 

Chicago is the last leg of the SSS outreach activities in the United States after a visit to Los  

Angeles, San Francisco and Washington DC from 18-29 November 2015. 

 

Officials from the SSS, led by President and CEO Emilio S. De Quiros, Jr., were present to  

conduct the on-site services and address the concerns of our kababayans. 

 

The meeting drew a strong attendance from the community who availed themselves of the On- 

site Services and the briefing. Among the services rendered on that day were SSS registration 

for new members, reactivation of membership for existing members, enrollment in the flexi- 

fund program, member data amendment, annual confirmation of pensioners, and pensioner  

data amendment. 

 

SSS President De Quiros and Senior Vice President for International Operations Judy Frances 

A. See discussed the current SSS services available for overseas Filipinos. Furthermore, the SSS 

flexi-fund program for overseas Filipino workers was also introduced. Said program is a 

fruition of the Philippines Government’s objective to provide protection to labor whether it is 

located locally or overseas. It aims to reach out to Filipinos all over the world and offer to  

kababayans the social security program in the Philippines. 

 

Flyers about the flexi-fund program and OFW coverage program were distributed during the  

event and will be posted to the Consulate’s website. Questions may also be directed through 

email to the SSS at ofw.relations@sss.gov.ph. 

 

A lively open forum ensued where the SSS officials and Consul General Generoso D.G. Calogne 

fielded questions from the community leaders and members of the local media. In the tradition 

of Filipino community gatherings, photo ops and a light reception capped the day’s event. 

 

Chicago, 02 December 2015 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 

Wednesday, January 13, 2016  

Parents’ Unauthorized Status Places 5.1 Million Children, 

Nearly 80 Percent of Them Born in the United States, at 

Disadvantage 

86% of Such Children Could Potentially See Parents Benefit from Suspended DAPA 

Program  

WASHINGTON – Research shows that children who have a parent who is an unauthorized 

immigrant are at a significant disadvantage, regardless of whether the children were born in the 

United States. A new Migration Policy Institute (MPI) fact sheet uses an innovative methodology 

that permits comparison of children of unauthorized immigrants to other children in the United 

States to offer new data measuring that disadvantage at economic, educational and linguistic 

levels. 

 

MPI estimates that approximately 5.1 million children (under age 18) — 79 percent (4.1 million) 

of them born in the United States — live with a parent who is an unauthorized immigrant, 

representing 7 percent of the U.S. child population. In the new fact sheet, MPI researchers trace 

the disadvantage associated with parental unauthorized status: higher levels of poverty and 

linguistic isolation, reduced rates of family socioeconomic progress and English proficiency as 

well as lower pre-school enrollment. 

 

With a legal challenge blocking, at least temporarily, an Obama administration initiative that 

would grant work permits and temporary relief from deportation to the parents of as many as 86 

percent of these children, the disadvantage sketched by the MPI researchers likely will persist for 

millions of children. The Supreme Court this month is expected to decide whether to take up the 

case challenging the Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents 

(DAPA) program unveiled by the administration in November 2014. 

 

The fact sheet, A Profile of U.S. Children with Unauthorized Immigrant Parents, finds that 42 

percent of children with an unauthorized immigrant parent live in one of the 26 states that joined 

the DAPA challenge. All 10 states that have the highest shares of children with unauthorized 

immigrant parents among their overall children of immigrant population (North Carolina, 

Arkansas, South Carolina, Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Idaho and 

Texas) joined the DAPA lawsuit. 

 

The fact sheet provides a unique snapshot of children of unauthorized immigrants at state and top 

county levels, including their number, characteristics (including citizenship, age, English 

proficiency and school enrollment) and socioeconomic status, as well as numbers of parents who 

might be shielded from deportation under deferred action programs. 

 

Drawing on MPI assignments of unauthorized status to noncitizens using U.S. Census Bureau 

data (from the 2009-2013 American Community Survey and the 2008 Survey of Income and 

http://my.migrationpolicy.org/salsa/track.jsp?key=-1&url_num=1&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.migrationpolicy.org%2Fresearch%2Fprofile-us-children-unauthorized-immigrant-parents


Program Participation), the MPI researchers find that: 

 Three-quarters of children with unauthorized immigrant parents lived in families with 

incomes below the threshold for free and reduced price school lunches, compared to 51 

percent of children of all immigrants and 40 percent of the entire U.S. child population.  

 In contrast to the experience of U.S. children generally, children with unauthorized 

immigrant parents did not experience falling poverty as they made the transition from 

childhood to adolescence.  

 Children ages 3-4 with unauthorized immigrant parents were less likely to be enrolled in 

preschool: 37 percent versus 45 percent among children of immigrants generally and 48 

percent for the entire U.S. child population.  

 At all ages, children with unauthorized parents were more likely to be linguistically 

isolated, in other words living in a household lacking English proficiency among 

household members ages 14 and older. Overall, 43 percent were linguistically isolated, 

compared to 24 percent for all children of immigrants and 6 percent for all U.S. children.  

 Children ages 5 and older with unauthorized immigrant parents were more likely than 

children of immigrants generally and the overall U.S. population to be limited English 

proficient (LEP) themselves (27 percent versus 16 percent and 3.4 percent respectively), 

a gap that closed with age. 

“Barring implementation of DAPA or other major policy changes, the development of these 

children will take place in families disadvantaged by parental unauthorized status,” said Randy 

Capps, director of research for MPI’s U.S. programs. 

 

The fact sheet also finds that the share of children who were themselves unauthorized rose with 

age: from 3 percent for ages 0-2 to 17 percent at ages 5-11 and 41 percent for ages 15-17. 

 

The fact sheet adds to MPI’s research on the effects of unauthorized status on families and 

children, including a report that examines the evidence concerning the impacts of deportation 

and fears of deportation on unauthorized immigrant families and children, and one that assesses 

the involvement of families with a deported parent with health and social service systems in five 

states. 

 

The fact sheet can be downloaded at: 

www.migrationpolicy.org/research/profile-us-children-unauthorized-immigrant-parents.(With 

prior permission from Migration Policy Institute to republish) 

 

The Migration Policy Institute (MPI) is an independent, non-partisan, non-profit think tank in 

Washington, DC dedicated to analysis of the movement of people worldwide. MPI provides 

analysis, development and evaluation of migration and refugee policies at the local, national and 

international levels. For more on MPI, visit www.migrationpolicy.org. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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LOOKING THROUGH THE ‘EYES OF MARS’ 
By RIDERGIRL Manila 

 

An ‘EYE’ for photography and definitely not from ‘MARS’… but we are talking about an 

awesome female that creates real pictures into a dream setting.  That is MARISSA ‘MARS’ 

PUCKETT for you; a professional photographer. 

 

While the typical kids have dolls or play tea sets in their hands, Mars had a Kodak Instamatic at 

eight years old.  But she started way back as early as five years old as influenced by a family 

who were into photography as a hobby.  Her uncles, Dr. Eduardo Aenlle and Chuckie Aenlle 

were busy snapping photos in their spare time and at five, she was allowed by her other Uncle, 

Henry Aenlle 
+ 

to enlarge her photos in his very own dark room. 

 

Only Mars and her aunt, Ana Victoria Aenlle were the ones who ventured into professional 

photography; her for stills and her aunt into stills, cinema and video photography as a film 

director known for award-winning TV commercials and short films. 

 

“Yeah, we (Henry) did all kinds of creative things. He was a good and patient teacher.  I 

attribute a lot of my techniques from him… I miss Henry”, Mars nostalgically reminisces, “And 

when just me and Vicky are the only ones who made it our business here in the US, everyone else 

became doctors or hairdressers.” 

 

Even if photography was her childhood love, being a photographer was not her first profession.  

“I was a Sous Chef for three years in Central Market,” Marissa muses, “and then was a member 

of a local band called TOMB.  It was a happy time for me but I still wanted something more…” 

 

And the time came about seven years ago; after having own photos taken, Mars wound up being 

the assistant of that photographer.  Just immediately after this stint, she was gifted with her own 

DSLR Camera. 

 

“I started taking photos of everything and anyone that would sit still,” Mars laughs at the reverie, 

“Holding my first DSLR felt I was holding an old friend.” 

 

Mars continues, “I was burning inside. Burning with a passion I had never felt. I was good. I got 

better by studying the art.” 

 

When Mars was shooting a ‘Goddess Calendar’, she had one of the best and most unforgettable 

shoots to date.  “I got paid, was fed, they applauded me at the finish like I was a rock star and 

chanted my name.” Marissa excitedly told the Sentinel, as this was a shoot that will be 

remembered for a long time.  She continued to recall the incident at the end of the shoot when 



she was already packing when her clients, all of them, crowded around Mars, holding 

champagne flutes, applauded, chanted her name and told her how amazing she was.  

Favored by the Goddesses, blessed by God; Mars believes that she was given the talent to help 

people see themselves how beautiful they are, the way she sees them. 

For a unique experience with Marissa Pucket and her EYES OF MARS PHOTOGRAPHY, 

contact her at 713 - 302-1369 or email her at eyes.ofmars@yahoo.com. 

 

 

 

     

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


